Abstract. We show that Bertini theorems hold for F -signature. In particular, if X ⊆ P n is quasi-projective with F -signature greater than λ at all points x ∈ X, then for a general hyperplane H ⊆ P n the F -signature of X ∩ H is greater than λ at all points x ∈ X ∩ H.
Introduction
A common tool for studying a quasi-projective algebraic variety X ⊆ P n k , k = k, is to perform induction on dimension by intersecting with a general hyperplane H. When doing this, you want the resulting intersection X ∩ H to have similar properties to the original variety X. Bertini's theorem accomplishes exactly this: the classical result asserts that if X is smooth then so is X ∩ H for a general choice of H [Har77, II, Theorem 8.18], [Kle98] . Many classes of singularities also satisfy this property. For example, in characteristic zero if X is log terminal (respectively log canonical), then so is X ∩ H [KM98, Lemma 5.17]. Even more generally the multiplier ideal of a divisor pair restricts to the multiplier ideal of the intersection J(X, ∆)| X∩H = J(X ∩ H, ∆ X∩H ), see [Laz04, Example 9.5.9]. In characteristic zero, Bertini theorems can be generalized to the case where H is a general member of a base point free linear system.
In characteristic p > 0, the situation is more complicated. It is essential that H is a general member of a very ample linear system (or something close to that) if you expect Bertini-type results to hold. Since strongly F -regular and F -pure singularities are analogous to log terminal and log canonical singularities respectively [HW02] , it is natural to expect that the corresponding Bertini-results hold. In [SZ13] , this is exactly what was shown.
Theorem ( [SZ13] ). If (X, ∆) is a strongly F -regular (resp. sharply F -pure) pair such that X ⊆ P n k is quasi-projective and k = k is of characteristic p > 0, then (X ∩ H, ∆| X∩H ) is also strongly F -regular (resp. sharply F -pure) for a general choice of hyperplane H ⊆ P n k . However, the corresponding result for test ideals is false:
Theorem ( [Byd16] ). For any p > 0 and n ≥ 3, there exists a Q-divisor ∆ on X = A 3 k , where k = k is of characteristic p > 0, such that τ (X, ∆)| H = τ (X ∩ H, ∆| X∩H )
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for a general hyperplane H ⊆ A 3 .
It is then natural to ask about other types of F -singularities in characteristic p > 0. For example the behavior of F -rational singularities under restriction to general hyperplanes is still unknown. In this paper show that the above sort of Bertini-theorem holds for F -signature s(O X,x ) in the following sense.
Main Theorem (Theorem 5.4). Suppose that X ⊆ P n k is a normal quasi-projective variety, k = k is of characteristic p > 0, and ∆ ≥ 0 is a Q-divisor. Suppose that λ ≥ 0 is a number such that the F -signature is bigger than λ, s(O X,x , ∆) > λ for all x ∈ X. Then for a general hyperplane H ⊆ P n k , s(O X∩H,x , ∆| X∩H ) > λ for all x ∈ X ∩ H.
We actually prove a slightly stronger result by weakening the hypothesis that X ⊆ P n k and we also make statements about the locus U where s(O X,x , ∆) > λ for all x ∈ U.
Recall that F -signature measures how strongly F -regular a variety or pair is. Explicitly, if R is finite type over k = k, then R is regular if and only if R 1/p e is a locally free Rmodule by [Kun69] . The F -signature refines this, by definition s(R) is a number that indicates what percentage of R 1/p e is locally free asymptotically as e goes to ∞. . The F -signature should be thought of some sort of local volume of the singularity.
We prove our main result by relying on the axiomatic Bertini framework as introduced in [CGM86] . In particular, to show the type of result in our Main Theorem, it suffices to show the following two properties for a property of singularities P (such as s(O X,x ) > λ):
(A1) If φ : Y − → Z is a flat morphism with regular fibers and Z is P, then Y is P too. (A2) Let φ : Y − → S be a morphism of finite type where Y is excellent and S is integral with generic point η. If Y η is geometrically P, then there exists an open neighborhood U of η in S such that the fibers Y s are geometrically P for each s ∈ U. (In fact, it suffices to check this for S = (P n k ) * , the space of hyperplanes). Property (A1) was already proven for F -signature in [Yao06] ; in Section 3, we generalize this result to the context of pairs and give a new proof in the classical non-pair setting. In Section 4 we show that property (A2) holds for F -signature.
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2. Preliminaries 2.1. F -signature. Throughout this article, we shall assume all schemes X are Noetherian, separated, and have prime characteristic p > 0. If x ∈ X, we let k(x) denote the residue field of the local ring O X,x . We let F e : X − → X denote the e-iterated Frobenius endomorphism or p e -th power map. We say X is F -finite if F e is a finite morphism, in which case X is automatically excellent and has a dualizing complex [Kun76, Gab04] . When X = Spec(A) is affine, we often conflate scheme-theoretic and ring-theoretic notation. In particular, F e : A − → A denotes the e-iterated Frobenius, and for an Amodule M we write F e * M for Γ Spec(A), F e * M where M is the associated quasi-coherent sheaf on Spec(A). In other words, F e * M is the A-module arising from M via restriction of scalars for F e . In case A is reduced, we also identify F e with the inclusion A ⊆ A 1/p e , and shall at times use M 1/p e to denote F e * M accordingly. Recall that an A-module inclusion M 1 − → M 2 is said to be pure if M 1 ⊗ A N − → M 2 ⊗ A N remains injective for any A-module N. An inclusion A − → M where M is a finitely generated A-module is pure if and only if it is split, i.e. admits an A-module section. If (A, m) is local, A − → M is pure if and only if
is an injective hull of the residue field k = A/m. We write ℓ A ( ) for the length of an A-module, omitting the subscript at times to simplify notation.
Definition 2.1. If (A, m) is an excellent local ring of dimension d, the e-th Frobenius degeneracy ideal
is not a pure A-module inclusion is an ideal of A, and the F -signature is
Recall the following results on F -signature, see [HL02, Yao05, AL03] . The F -signature is also known to satisfy additional properties in the F -finite setting, such as semi-continuity.
Theorem 2.3. [Pol15, PT16] For an F -finite domain A, the F -signature determines a lower semi-continuous function
Moreover, if (A, m) is an F -finite local ring of dimension d, note that one can alternately describe the degeneracy ideals as
is not a split A-module inclusion = a ∈ A | φ(F e * a) ∈ m for all φ ∈ Hom A (F e * A, A) , and the F -signature can be viewed as giving an asymptotic measure of the number of splittings of the e-iterated Frobenius. In particular, if (A, m) is an F -finite local domain, we have
where frk A ( ) denotes free rank. Recall that, for arbitrary (and not necessarily local) A, the free rank of an A-module M is the maximal rank frk A (M) of a free A-module quotient of M.
One can generalize the interpretation of F -signature for F -finite rings beyond the local setting as well. To make this more precise, recall first the following result of Kunz.
Lemma 2.4. [Kun76] If A is a reduced equidimensional F -finite ring, the function
is constant on Spec(A). In particular, if A is a domain,
for any e ≥ 0 and Q ∈ Spec(A).
We recall a recent result globalizing F -signature.
Theorem 2.5.
[DSPY16] If A is a reduced equidimensional F -finite ring, and γ ∈ Z ≥0 with p
exists and equals min{s(
2.2. Divisors. In this subsection we review the definitions and properties of the Fsignature of divisor pairs. 
is not a pure A-module inclusion . If ∆ is an effective Q-divisor on Spec(A), the F -signature of (A, ∆) is
Lemma 2.7. Suppose (A, m) is a normal excellent local domain of dimension d and ∆ is an effective Q-divisor on Spec(A). Let {D e } e>0 be a sequence of Weil divisors on Spec(A) with bounded difference from ⌈(p e −1)∆⌉ e>0 independent of e > 0. In other words, there exists an effective Cartier divisor C such that
for all e > 0. Then
Proof. This is essentially the same argument as [BST12, Lemma 4.17] and [PT16, Theorem 4.13], and so we omit it.
Theorem 2.8.
is a normal excellent local domain of dimension d and ∆ is an effective Q-divisor on Spec(A).
(a) The limit defining the F -signature s(A, ∆) exists, and moreover . In other words, a e (D) is the largest non-negative integer such that there is a commuting diagram
In case (A, m) is local, we have that frk
, and once more this leads to a recent global interpretation of the F -signature along a divisor.
In light of Theorem 2.9, and following [DSPY16] , we also make the following global definition.
Definition 2.10. For a normal F -finite scheme X and effective Q-divisor ∆ we set
When X = Spec A is affine, we write s(A, ∆) for s(X, ∆).
Divisors and families.
Finally we discuss the correspondence between Q-divisors and p −e -linear maps in the relative setting of A ⊆ R (or in other words, for families). What follows is contained in [PSZ13] although we work in a less general setting.
Setting 2.11. Suppose that A is an F -finite regular domain and suppose we have A ⊆ R a flat finite type extension of rings with geometrically 1 normal fibers. Additionally assume that for some choice of ω A ,
This always holds for rings essentially of finite type over a Gorenstein semi-local ring.
For any A-algebra B, we write R B = R ⊗ A B. Frequent values of B include A 1/p e , the fraction field K := K(A) and k(Q), the residue field of a point Q ∈ Spec A.
We make some quick observations. Lemma 2.12. In the setting of Setting 2.11, each R A 1/p e is a normal integral domain, as are R K 1/p e and R K ∞ as well.
Proof. A 1/p e − → R A 1/p e is flat with normal fibers over a regular base, and hence R A 1/p e is normal by [Mat89, Theorem 23.9 ]. Since R − → R A 1/p e is purely inseparable and R A 1/p e is reduced, it follows that R A 1/p e is a domain. Localizing, we have that K − → R K also has geometrically normal fibers, and the same argument gives that R K 1/p e and R K ∞ are normal domains as well.
Lemma 2.13. In the setting of Setting 2.11, for each Q ∈ Spec A and x ∈ Spec R K(Q) ⊆ Spec R a point of codimension 1 on the fiber, we have that R x is regular and thus ∆ is Q-Cartier at x. In particular, we can restrict ∆| Spec R k(Q) to any fiber.
Proof. Choose a codimension 1 point x ∈ Spec R K(Q) , in other words a codimension one point of a fiber over Q ∈ Spec(A). In particular, (R K(Q) ) x is normal and hence regular. It follows that R x is also regular since R K(Q) is obtained from R by killing a regular sequence and localizing.
We now discuss the correspondence between divisors and maps in Setting 4.1.
Lemma 2.14. [PSZ13, 2.8-2.11] Suppose that A is an F -finite regular domain and suppose we have A ⊆ R a flat finite type extension of rings with geometrically 2 normal fibers. Then for every R A 1/p e -linear map
which generates Hom R A 1/p e (R 1/p e , R A 1/p e ) at the generic point of every fiber, there exists a corresponding
which does not contain any fiber in its support. Conversely, given an effective Z (p) -divisor ∆ ∼ Q −K R/A on Spec R whose support does not contain any fiber, we can construct a map φ :
Finally, we recall the interaction between divisors and maps behaves under base change. While not crucial for the following statement, in this paper we restrict ourselves to base changes which are either flat or restriction to a fiber followed by a flat base change, which is easier to work with than the generality of [PSZ13] .
Lemma 2.15. [PSZ13, Lemma 2.21] In the setting of Setting 2.11 assume that ∆ = ∆ φ is constructed as in Lemma 2.14. For any regular A-algebra B satisfying ( †), let π : Spec R B − → Spec R denote the canonical map. Set φ B := φ ⊗ A 1/p e B 1/p e to be the base changed map
In this case,
Remark 2.16. Frequently B = A 1/p d in which case the based changed map φ B in Lemma 2.15 is simply
F -signature transformation for regular fibers
In this section, we will be concerned with the behavior of the F -signature under flat local extensions, building on the following result of Y. Yao. Our goal is to generalize the above result to the context of divisor pairs (R, ∆), for which we will first need to give a variation on the proof of the original statement. We begin with some preliminary lemmas.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that (A, m) ⊆ (R, n) is a flat local extension of local rings. If x 1 , . . . , x δ ∈ R are a regular sequence on R/mR, then R/ x 1 , . . . , x δ is a flat A-algebra. Moreover, x 1 , . . . , x δ ∈ R are a regular sequence on M ⊗ A R for any finitely generated A-module M, and lastly for any t ≥ 0 the R-module inclusion
is pure as an inclusion of A-modules.
Proof. See [Mat80, Corollary 20.F, page 151] or [HH94, Lemma 7.10]. For the final statement, note that it suffices to check purity after tensoring with finitely generated A-modules, where injectivity follows from the previous regular sequence assertion.
The following was used in Hochster and Huneke's original study of F -regularity and base change.
Lemma 3.3. [HH94, Lemma 7.10] Let (A, m) ⊆ (R, n) be a flat local extension of local rings. Suppose R/mR is regular and x 1 , . . . , x δ ∈ R give a regular system of parameters of R/mR. If E A is an injective hull of A/m over A with socle generated by u, then E R = H δ x 1 ,...,x δ (R) ⊗ A E A is an injective hull of R/n over R with socle generated by
Now we give a new proof of Yao's result.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. If x 1 , . . . , x δ ∈ R give a regular system of parameters of R/mR, then by Lemma 3.3 we have 1/p e is pure as an inclusion of A 1/p e -modules, this gives further identifications 
.
Since dim R = dim A + δ, the desired equality now follows after dividing by p e dim R and taking limits.
We now generalize the above proof to the context of pairs. We break off the main technical step into a lemma.
1/p e with 1 → a 1/p e is not A-pure
1/p e with 1 → r 1/p e is not R-pure .
Then if R/mR is regular,
Proof. If x 1 , . . . , x δ ∈ R give a regular system of parameters of R/mR, we have that
and the same identifications made in the proof above, we see that 
as desired.
We now can prove the main result of the section.
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that (A, m) ⊆ (R, n) is a flat local extension of normal local rings of characteristic p > 0 and write f : Spec R − → Spec A the induced map. Suppose further that ∆ ≥ 0 is a Q-divisor on Spec A. Then if R/mR is regular, we have
Proof. We will first apply Lemma 3.4 to D = ⌊p e ∆⌋. We see that f
e f * ∆⌋. Hence, recalling that d = dim R and applying both Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 3.4,
On the other hand, if we choose D = ⌈p e ∆⌉, then f * D = f * ⌈p e ∆⌉ ≥ ⌈p e f * ∆⌉ and arguing as above gives s(R, f * ∆) ≥ s(A, ∆). This completes the proof.
F -signature of general fibers
Before proving Bertini-type theorems, we need one more result. We need to show that if A ⊆ R is a finite type extension of rings such that the perfectified generic fiber has F -signature greater than λ, then so do most of the closed fibers.
Setting 4.1. We assume that A ⊆ R is a flat finite type morphism of Noetherian F -finite integral domains with fraction fields K = Frac(A) ⊆ L = Frac(R). Suppose further that A is regular and that A ⊆ R has geometrically normal fibers. Further assume that ∆ ≥ 0 on Spec R is a Q-divisor whose support does not contain any fiber.
We will not universally assume this setting in this section, but we will always be able to reduce to it. In order to motivate the main result of this section, we first give an easy proof of a weaker statement.
Proposition 4.2. In the setting of Setting 4.1, further suppose that A is finite type over an uncountable algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0. If
for all x ∈ Spec R K ∞ , then for a very general 4 closed point Q ∈ Spec A with residue field
Proof. By [DSPY16, Theorem 4.13], for each e > 0, and by Lemma 4.7 below, we can spread out our splitting and obtain some a e , d e and 0 = g e ∈ A so that there is a surjection and so that λ ≤ min
e→∞ a e p e dim R . Since our Q is very general, Q / ∈ V (g e ) for any e. Hence we have surjections A[1/g e ] − → k(Q) for all e. We now apply
1/p e+de to (4.2.1) which yields a surjective map
is perfect and so this can be identified with a surjective map
The result follows.
Remark 4.3. We do not expect this result to hold for simply general fibers; see [Mon98] for an example where the analagous Hilbert-Kunz statement for general fibers does not hold.
We now need the following result of Pérez, the third author, and Yao. [PTY17] For every Noetherian ring A of characteristic p > 0, and every finitely generated A-algebra R, and every finitely generated R-module M, there exists a positive constant C with the following property: for all primes Q ∈ Spec(A), all regular k(Q)-algebras Γ, and all P ∈ Spec(R Γ := R ⊗ A Γ), and all e ≥ 1 , we have that
The next result is the technical heart of the section. We state and prove it first in the non-pairs setting and then explain how to generalize it to pairs in a proposition which follows it.
Proposition 4.5. Suppose we are in the setting of Setting 4.1. There exists a positive constant C and 0 = g ∈ A with the following property: for all Q ∈ Spec B := A[g
, and all e > 0, we have
is also flat, and for any Q ∈ Spec(A) and
Form right exact sequences
of R A 1/p -modules so that both M 1 , M 2 are torsion. Take 0 = c ∈ R A 1/p that kills both; replacing c with c p if necessary, we may further assume 0 = c ∈ R. The image of
Tag 01UA] and contains the image of the generic point. Thus, after inverting an element of A, we may assume c does not vanish along any fiber. In other words, for any Q ∈ Spec A and x ∈ Spec R k(Q) 1/p d , the image of c in R k(Q) is non-zero, and hence also in
1/p d+1 to the sequences above gives that
, so we may view these as sequences of R k(Q) 1/p dmodules and localize at x ∈ Spec R k(Q) 1/p d to give the right exact sequences of
so that the summands of the quotients
for i = 1, 2 and all e > 0. Using the well-known properties
with coker ψ i,e a quotient of coker ψ i killed by P [p e ] for i = 1, 2. Taking lengths and dividing by
so that the proposition follows from [PT16, Lemma 3.5] with C = 2C ′ /p δ .
As mentioned above, we need to generalize the above to the context of pairs.
Proposition 4.6. Suppose we are in the setting of Setting 4.1. There exists a positive constant C and 0 = g ∈ A with the following property: for all Q ∈ Spec(B :
and all e > 0, we have
The desired result follows the argument in Proposition 4.5, with modifications we now describe to account for the addition of ∆. Choose 0 = c ′ ∈ R so that div R (c ′ ) ≥ p∆. After inverting an element of A, we may assume c ′ does not vanish along any fiber and thus div R (c
on fibers as well. In particular, for any
. Replace α 1 , α 2 in the right exact sequences 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 with their premultiples
respectively. In [PT16, proof of Theorem 4.12], the properties
are shown to hold. The proof of Proposition 4.5 can now be traced through without further modification. The corresponding maps ψ i satisfy the analogs of the above properties with respect to the ideals I e (R k(Q) 1/p d ,x , ⌈(p e − 1)∆ Q,d ⌉) and pass to maps ψ i,e on the quotients, with coker ψ i,e a quotient of coker ψ i killed by P [p e ] for i = 1, 2. In particular, the constant C ′ derived in the proof of Proposition 4.5 from Theorem 4.4 once more gives
so that once more the proposition follows from [PT16, Lemma 3.5] with C = 2C ′ p δ . Lemma 4.7. In the setting of Setting 4.1, suppose that there is a surjective R K ∞ -linear map
for some a e > 0. Then for some d e > 0 and 0 = g ∈ A, setting B Proof. First notice since we are planning to invert an element of A, we may assume that ω A ∼ = A. Furthermore, any future B satisfies the same property. Note also that R K ∞ is a normal domain by Lemma 2.12. We have (R K ∞ ) 1/p e ∼ = R 1/p e ⊗ K 1/p e K ∞ and so we can view our initial map as an R K ∞ -linear map, and in particular a K ∞ -linear map
In other words, we are simply identifying relative and absolute Frobenius over a perfect field. Fix x 1 , . . . , x t a generating set for R 1/p e over R A 1/p e . By base change, the images of those elements are also a generating set for R 1/p e K ∞ over R K ∞ or for any intermediate base change. We may assume that all of the φ(
and hence we have a map (which we also call φ)
Since this map becomes surjective after the faithfully flat base change to K ∞ , it is surjective.
By the same argument as above, we may find a denominator g ′ so that
which produces a map
We do not know that this map is surjective but the cokernel is zero if we tensor with 
We also know that ζ * ∆ γ = ∆ ρ by Lemma 2.15 since γ base changes to a projection ρ.
Since ∆ has no vertical components neither does η * ∆. Therefore because ∆ γ ≥ 0, we conclude that ∆ γ ≥ η * ∆ as desired.
Theorem 4.8. In the setting of Setting 4.1, further suppose that A is finite type over a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. If
Proof. Inverting an element of A if necessary, we may choose a positive constant C as in Proposition 4.6. By [DSPY16] , fix 0
Pick e ≫ 0 so that C/p e < ǫ, so that we have 1/p e+d for maximal Q ∈ Spec(A) gives a surjection Since A is finite type over a perfect field and Q is maximal, k(Q) is also perfect and so k(Q) 1/p e+d = k(Q) 1/p e = k(Q). It also follows that rank R K ∞ (R 1/p e K ∞ ) = rank R k(Q) (R 1/p e k(Q) ) since A ⊆ R is flat and of finite type and A is F -finite.
Therefore we have a surjection
showing that a ∆ Q e (R k(Q),x ) rank R k(Q),x (R k(Q),x ) 1/p e > λ + ǫ.
Thus, it follows once again from Proposition 4.6 that s(R k(Q),x , ∆ Q ) > λ for all x ∈ Spec R k(Q) as desired.
Bertini theorems for F -signature
In this section we conclude by proving our Bertini theorems for F -signature. We first recall the main result of [CGM86] and the very slight generalization to the context of pairs of [SZ13] .
Suppose P is a local property for locally Noetherian schemes (respectively pairs (X, ∆ ≥ 0)). Theorem 5.1. [CGM86, Theorem 1] Let X be a scheme of finite type over an algebraically closed field k, let φ : X − → P n k be a morphism with separable generated residue field extensions. Suppose X (resp. (X, ∆)) has a property P satisfying conditions (A1) and (A2). Then there exists a nonempty open subscheme U of (P n k )
* such that φ −1 (H) has property P for each hyperplane H ∈ U.
Remark 5.2. In the proof of Theorem 5.1, when using (A2), S is (an open subset) of (P n k ) * and φ −1 (s) = Y s are fibers that are exactly equal to the hyperplane sections. In particular, one may additionally assume that S is of finite type over an algebraically closed field and we only need to verify (A2) for the closed fibers.
Suppose that k = k is uncountable and consider the following weakening of (A2): (B2) Let φ : Y − → S be a morphism of finite type where S is integral of finite type over k, with generic point η. If Y η (resp. (Y η , ∆| Yη ) is geometrically P, then for a very general closed point s ∈ S we have that Y s (resp. (Y s , ∆| Ys )) is geometrically P for each s ∈ U. If (A1) and (B2) hold for P, then it immediately follows that the weakening of Theorem 5.1 holds for very general hyperplane sections.
Corollary 5.3. [CGM86, Corollary 2] Let k = k, V ⊆ P n k be a closed subscheme (resp. and let ∆ be a Q-divisor on V ) and let P be a local property satisfying (A1).
(a) If P satisfies (A2), and V (resp. (V, ∆)) is P, then the general hyperplane section of V (resp. (V, ∆)) satisfies P. (b) If k is uncountable, P satisfies (B2), and V (resp. (V, ∆)) is P, then the very general hyperplane section of V (resp. (V, ∆)) satisfies P. (c) Suppose P satisfies (A1), (A2) and (A3), and set P(V ) to be the P locus of V then P(V ∩ H) ⊇ P(V ) ∩ H for a general hyperplane H.
